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Hemi sync guided meditation

Listen to Guided Meditation ® Free Hemi-Sync. Hemi-Sync®, short for hemispheric synchronization, is an audio-orientation, binaural beat technology developed by consciousness pioneer Robert Monroe. Through extensive brainwave research, Monroe and his team observed that it can safely and gently direct certain sound patterns to situations ranging from deep relaxation or
sleep to expanded awareness or disasters. The audio orientation process works quite simply, sending different sounds (tones) to each ear with stereo headphones. The two hemispheres of the brain then move together to hear a third signal – the difference between two tons. This is not a real sound, but an electrical signal that can only be perceived as working together by both
brain hemispheres. The result is a focused, whole-brained condition known as hemispheric synchronization, or hemi-Sync® best suited to improve human performance. Certain combinations ® Hemi-Sync can help to achieve laser-like focusing and concentration, for example. Different Hemi-Sync® signals are used to facilitate deep relaxation, expanded awareness or other desired
states. Depending on your purpose, Hemi-Sync® combined with music, verbal guidance or subtle sound effects to strengthen the effectiveness of the music. Because these records do not contain subconscious messages, you remain in full control. Hemispheric synchronization occurs naturally in everyday life, but usually only for random, short periods. Hemi-Sync® help you reach
and maintain this highly productive, consistent, brainwave state. [soundcloud_ultimate track= Hemi-Sync® Metamusic® Music exercises mixed with hemi-Sync® for various advantages. Metamusic ® more than just music. Soul-thrilling New Age dramatic ambiance, and classic timeless popularity, Metamusic® combines hemi-Syncile delightful music choices® entertain binaural and
beats audio technologies for the benefit of the listener. Many titles feature special blends of Alpha, Theta and Delta frequencies to facilitate meditation or slow down excessive mental activity to support deeper, deeper relaxation. Other selections have a dominanness of Beta frequencies for focus and concentration, or Delta frequencies for sleep enhancement. Metamusic®
exercises are deperienced and can be used to facilitate a specific application or just for musical pleasure (but NOT when DRIVING or using heavy machinery). Hemi-Sync® Metamusic® with ®-Sync® Atmospheric Metamusic. Metamusic® Atmospheres is a new category to our product range and features atmospheric music mixed with audio technology Hemi-Sync® for an
advanced experienced journey. Some of our metamusic games include atmospheric music, while Metamusic Atmospheres contains only atmospheric music. Absence Absence A noticable melody line lends itself to unafraid exploration, often allowing the listener to sometimes fall deeper into frequencies for a deeper relaxation and meditation experience. Hemi-Sync® Mind Food®
achieve brain synchronization with verbal guidance and sound wave methods. Mind Food® exercises do not include music. These selections include verbal guidance and/or subtle sound effects along with specially blended Hemi-Sync® frequencies and sound patterns designed to help you maintain synchronized brainwave activity in both hemispheres of your brain. As ®
metamusic records, Mind Food® choices are available for a wide range of uses, from mindfulness meditations or focused attention-raising to stress management and sleep development or other practical everyday practices. Hemi-Sync® Human Plus® Human Plus® or H-Plus® is a way to use the immense power of the subconscious to influence the change in your life. Each H-
Plus (or Function) exercise includes precise combinations of Hemi-Sync® frequencies, and these frequencies attract you to the extraordinary receiving, entire brain state, establishing the access channel – the ultimate communication channel to all levels of awareness – mental, physical and emotional. By design, Access Channel opens during each Function Exercise, and it helps
you learn a different Function Command (short, verbal tip) from controlling your appetite to boosting your energy. After the Function Command is encoded with the Access Channel open, you can optionally search for or enable this Function at any time in everyday life situations. The H-Plus series offers a different way to new levels of freedom on its way to becoming Human Plus.
Hemi-Sync® These titles include multiple brain synchronization exercises in a series designed for specific applications. All verbal guidance exercises include Hemi-Sync® and mixed with binaural beats and subtle sound effects or background music. Hemi-Sync® Gateway Experience® Mind Awakening albums that help achieve expanded awareness. Gateway Experience® In-
Home Training Series is dedicated to developing, exploring and implementing expanded awareness situations. Starting with Discovery, there are six albums called Waves of Change. Each Wave (6 guided exercises) includes special Hemi-Sync® exercises gently expanded awareness designed to lead listeners into deep states. In such cases, a wider range of perceptions are
available to solve problems, develop creativity or obtain guidance. Each album is progressive in nature, built on tools and techniques from previous albums. Therefore, albums should be used se specifics. The Gateway Experience Guides that come with each Wave prepare you for these exercises that help you enjoy a more satisfying life and better understand your total self. I am
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